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After his successful participation in Infames, the actor filmed the movie What about Love together with these celebrities; in the interview he shared with 
Quién.com his experience with them. 

 
 

 

The actor is content with his work together with Sharon Stone and Andy García. (Photo: Clasos.com) 

 
Miguel Ángel Muñoz who plays the part of Héctor Bolaños in the series Capadocia asserted that after shooting together with Sharon Stone and Andy García in 
the film What About Love, he began a good friendship with the Cuban actor.  
 
“I have just come from Europe to Mexico after having spent months filming there. I was very surprised to discover the people with the most fame on the big screen 
are so simple in real life. I found Sharon Stone very correct and courteous and I hadn't imagined that that would be the case. And Andy García was also very nice 
to me.” Miguel Ángel stated that he had a good relationship with the Cuban actor given the common language.  
 
“We went to see lots of soccer games when we were shooting in Romania. We had a pretty good relationship, in addition to working together, we are pals,” the 
actor asserted.  
 
Miguel, who played the part of Cristian Santiago in the film, stated that his performance was the most enriching experience of his life.  
 
“All actors know that once a project is over, we have to go knocking on doors to get another one. This is an actor’s real work, to make more opportunities and 
continue working on the sets, stages or the movie set.”  
 
In addition to discussing his participation in What about Love, the Spanish actor spoke of how he got the chance to work in Capadocia.  
 
“I have had a wonderful year, which began in Mexico with the series. I was in Los Angeles when the producer Epigmenio Ibarra called me to offer me this starring 
role. I was happy, and from this another project came up, and I stayed six months longer, and then I left to go to Europe to shoot the movie.”  
 
The Iberian emphasized that he is well-grounded in reality, because dreams will never cease to be part of his life.  
 
“You have to keep your feet on the ground, work can be anywhere, and dreams do not have to be an ambition that blinds you on the way” he concluded. 
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